
$750,000 - 9148 Willis Avenue, Panorama City
MLS® #SR24054168

$750,000
3 Bedroom, 2.00 Bathroom, 1,811 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Panorama City, CA

Introducing a golden opportunity for
contractors and construction enthusiasts alike!
Behold this remarkable 15,000 square foot lot
nestled in the heart of Panorama City, This
prime property presents endless possibilities,
offering ample space for storage, workshops,
or even the construction of additional homes in
the expansive backyard. (Buyers to verify with
city) Built in 1997, this property holds immense
potential waiting to be unlocked. While it
currently lacks a kitchen and its bathrooms
have been gutted, envision the transformation
possibilities with your expert touch. Picture
yourself utilizing this space to park your fleet of
work trucks or to create the ultimate
contractor's haven, tailored to your exact
needs. Please note that a 10% deposit is
required for probate. Take the first step
towards realizing your construction dreams by
exploring this unparalleled opportunity today.
Buyers are encouraged to verify details with
the appropriate entities.

Built in 1997

Additional Information

City Panorama City

County Los Angeles

Zip 91402

MLS® # SR24054168

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 2



Square Ft 1,811

Lot Size 0.35

Neighborhood PANORAMA CITY (91402)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: Globe and Anchor Realty, Inc.
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